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Abstract 
Register is an important part in a digital system and it 
influences strongly the system clock rate. To synthesize K 
operations registers, is used either the traditional 
technique of iterative nets or the technique based on 
functional units. The iterative nets technique gets better 
results, but the synthesized cells present several delay 
levels, degrading the clock rate. In this work, a new 
technique to synthesize cells to K operations registers is 
proposed. This technique presents a better clock rate 
when compared with the classical one. This new 
technique makes use of a new flip-flop (FF), called 
functional FF, in cells synthesis. They allow joining the 
combinatory logic block with the store element. 
 
Keywords:  registers, iterative nets, non-conventional 
flip-flops and cell synthesis.   
 
1. Introduction 
The increasing number of digital systems applications, 
features such as high clock rates and smaller power 
consumption, are important recurrent themes [7]. In a 
digital system, registers take an important role. To 
synthesize registers of N bits with K operations is used 
either functional units technique1 or interactive nets 
technique [7,12]. Functional units techniques has as a 
strong point its simplicity, but the synthesized circuits 
present low performance in terms of cycle time and the 
area occupation (in terms of number of transistors) is sub-
optimized [6]. Interactive nets technique partitions the 
register of N bits with K operations in one or more bits 
cells. These cells are synthesized though classical 
combinatorial technique [12]. Iterative net implemented 
with classical combinatory technique synthesizes only the 
logic block of register cell (see Figure 1) [12]. The 
synthesis is performed extracting the truth table from 
register’s table of operation, and obtaining the minimized 
excitation equations (design of combinatory block – see 
Figure 1). In spite of a better performance of resulting 
circuits, this technique presents a severe limitation, due to 
the generation of cells (flip-flop, plus block) with several 

delay levels, degrading the performance of cycle time (see 
equation 1). 

                                                           
1 It is also known as the technique that works with components MSI 
(medium scale integration) and additional logic.  
 

 
Figure 1 − Synchronous technical: basic cell 
 
TCycle ≥ TMAX-Propagation-Block + TSETUP-FF +  
TMAX-Propagation-FF                                                              (1) 
  
In this article, we propose an architecture to K 
operations registers cells, and a simple synthesis 
procedure, based on iterative nets technique. Our 
architecture is a non-conventional flip-flop, based on two 
lathes structure (master-slave) [13]. Our technique allows 
cells generation with a better performance in terms of 
cycle time, when compared with the classical technique of 
iterative nets, but presents a small area penalty. 
The noticeable advantage of our technique is that the 
designer can synthesize the non-conventional flip-flop, 
without knowledge of asynchronous synthesis [1,3,4]. 
Our method generates VLSI cells, implemented by basic 
ports (standard cells technology) or with full custon cells. 
 
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. In 
section 2, functional Flip-Flop is presented; in section 3, 
the synthesis procedure of basic cell is presented; in 
section 4, examples of cell synthesis are shown; and in 
section 5, the performances of the proposed circuits are 
analyzed. 
 
2. Basic cell architecture 
Proposed architecture, called functional Flip-Flop (FF-MS 
F) is shown in Figure 2. FF-MS F is based on master-
slave model [11,12]. Master F latch is triggered by high 
level of the clock signal and D latch by low level. The 
state transition graphs of D an F latches are shown in 
Figures 3a, b, respectively. Figure 4 shows full-custom D 
latch. 
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Figure 2 – Target architecture: master-slave 
functional Flip-Flop (FF-MS F). 

 
Figure 3 − STGs: a) D latch; b) F latch. 

 
Figure 4 − Latch D: full custom circuit. 
 
Figure 5 shows the logical circuit of F latch. Figure 6 
shows a generalization of F latch, implemented with basic 
gates. In [4] shows the functional FF architecture that 
operates at both edges of clock signal (FF-DET F). This 
FF is used to design higher speed registers or when a 
clock rate reduction is desirable, to reduce power 
consumption [4,8]. To registers with operations, that obey 
fundamental mode, only F latch is used. Fundamental 
mode establishes that input signal change of the next state 
transition will occur only when the circuit is stabilized 
(without electric activity in lines and gates) [3]. 
 

 
Figure 5 − Latch F: basic gates circuit. 

 

 
Figure 6 − Latch F: generalized basic gates circuit. 
 
2.1 Timing analysis.  
Setup and hold times are two important time parameters, 
for memory elements: setup time is the minimum time 
interval between stabilization of input signals and the 
clock signal transition.  Hold time is the minimum time 
interval between clock signal transition and change of 
input signals for next state transition [2,10]. 
Figure 7 shows timing conditions for external 
environment and FF-MS F interaction, where we obtained 
the following time equations. The equations are obtained 
from FF-MS F shown in Figure 8, and T represents gate 
delay. 
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Figure 7 – Timing: FF-MS F 

 
Figure 8 – FF-MS F: logic circuit 
 
Minimum setup time of FF F is: 
TSETUP  ≥ TMAX-PRODUCT-1a − TMAX-OR-2    (2) 



Minimum width of clock “high” is: 
TMIN-HIGH-WIDTH-PULSE  ≥ TMAX-NAND-4 +    
                                     TMAX-NAND-5        (3) 
Minimum hold time of FF F is: 
THOLD  ≥ TMIN-HIGH-WIDTH-PULSE +TMAX-OR-2 

                  − TMIN-PRODUCT-1A                            (4) 
Maximum propagation time of D Latch is: 
                  TMAX-LATCH-D                                    (5) 
Maximum propagation time of FF F is: 
TMAX-PROPAGATION_FF  ≥ THIGH-WIDTH-PULSE 

                               + TMAX-LATCH-D      (6) 
Minimum width of clock “low” is:  
TMIN-LOW-WIDTH-PULSE  ≥ TMAX-LATCH-D + 
                                   TSETUP                  (7) 
Minimum cycle time is: 
TCYCLE ≥ TMIN-LOW-WIDTH-PULSE  +  
TMIN-HIGH-WIDTH-PULSE                           (8)                                                        
Maximum clock frequency is: 
FMAX ≤ 1/TCYCLE                                (9) 
 
3. Synthesis procedure  
Interactive net makes use of one bi-dimensional cell to N 
bits, K operations registers. In case to cells to registers, 
five types of signals are expected, that are: 1) data inputs; 
2) selection inputs; 3) stored data output; 4) status inputs; 
5) status outputs. 
Status inputs and outputs of a cell transport information 
from the previous cell to the next cell, respectively.  
Our method is composed by four steps: 
1. Defining the register’s operational table (TO). 
2. Defining selection codes to each register operation 

[14]2. 
3. Using TO codified, to obtain minimized3 function F 

of two levels [12]. 
4. Transforming (if adequate) two-level F function to a 

multi-level function and insert it in FF-MS F as full 
custom or basic gates. 

 
Step 4 of our method allows two variations: 1) the 
operations satisfy hold time (fundamental mode 
operation), therefore, design using only F latch; 2) the 
register will operate in both edges of clock signal, 
therefore design using FF-DET F [4].  
 
4. Examples 
Our method will be applied to synthesize FF-MS F, for 
two examples [5,9].  
 
A Shift Register  
Steps 1 and 2 define the operation table with selection 
codes. Figures 9 and 10 shows operation table and the 
basic cell structure of the shift register. Steps 3 and 4 

extracts two-level minimized function F (equation 10). 
Figure11 shows the logic circuit of F latch, with function 
F inserted, respectively.  

                                                           
2 One step of our method is the selection variables coding. De Micheli 
[14] shows that the choice of selection variables coding contributes to 
Boolean equations simplification. 
3 Any minimization algorithm can be used, for example, Karnaugh map. 
 

 
Figure 9 – Shift register operation table 

 
Figure 10 – Structure: basic cell 
 
Fi= Load Di + Load’ Dir’ Qi-1+ 
      Load’ Dir Qi+1                                              (10) 

 
Figure 11 – Latch F: basic gates 
 
B Accumulate Register  
Steps 1 and 2 define operation table with selection code. 
Figures 12 and 13 shows operation table and the basic 
structure cell. Steps 3 and 4 extract minimized function F, 
translated to XOR gates (equation 11). Figure 14 shows 
the logic circuit of F latch with function F inserted, 
respectively.  

 
Figure 12 – Shift register operation table 

 
Figure 13 – Structure: basic cell. 



Fi=(Di’• Raci •Ci-1’ + Di •Raci’• Ci-1’ + 
    Di •Raci •Ci-1 + Di’•Raci’• Ci-1)•S’ + Di•S 
Fi=(Raci•(Di⊕ Ci-1)’+Raci’• (Di⊕ Ci-1))• S’+ Di S 
Fi=(Raci ⊕ Di⊕ Ci-1)• S’ + Di •S         (11) 
 

 
Figure 14 – Latch F: basic gates 
 
5. Discussion and Results 
In this section we compare our results using CMOS 
technology standard-cell library of the IMEC-96 of 
0.7µm. The comparison is made in terms of number of 
transistors and cycle time. Table 1 shows the results of 
classical synthesis and our method, for 3 registers from 
literature. Our full custom D latch presented an estimated 
approximated propagation time of 1ns. Table 1 show that 
our method presented an averaged approximate reduction 
of 31% for cycle time and an averaged approximate 
penalty in transistor numbers, of 5%. For the example of 
counter register, we obtained the best results. Cycle time 
reduction attained was 33%. Figure 15 shows PSPICE 
simulation of our shift register cell that satisfies the 
specification for a set of stimuli.  
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Number
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Time
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Shift Register

Accumulate

Program Counter

Total

3

2

4

54

66

102

222 14,46

4,48

4,86

5,12

57

69

108

234

3,03

3,38

3,44

9,85

Table 1 – Results: area and cycle time 

 
Figure 15 – Simulation 

6. Conclusion  
We presented in this article a new method to register 
synthesis. The two existing techniques from literature 
(functional units and classical combinatorial) lead to a 
low performance in clock rate. New approach is derived 
from a new flip-flop design, called F FF that generates 
registers with better performance for clock rates, under a 
small are a penalty. To future works, our method will be 
applied to low power consumption register synthesis, 
without loss in clock rate and area performances. 
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